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is provided by simulation of the fields on the detector surface. The required detector "_ ___" :_ _ calibration is also discussed, c_ z
Introduction
An important measure of the performance of coherent laser radar (CLR) is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) defined by [ 1] ( 
is equalto the power transmittanceTT of the laser through the transmitter-receiver aperture.
Similarly_ '__jaPLO(p,R)dp = TR (18) oo is equal to the power transmittance Tn of the BPLO field through the transmltter-receiver aperture.
A Gaussian spatial distribution is the most common laser transmitter field, i.e., 
The far-field result is produced when fl]. = _., which occurs when R = FL (focused condition). For a collimated beam (FL = oo), the far-field condition is 6T >> 6RF or RF >> aL. A Gaussian field focused on the detector is a common choice for the LO field. The
where: 
and for a Gaussian LO beam, the optimal parameters are 6T = 1.7367, TT = 1 --exp(--6_-) = 0.95101 6n = 1.1931, r/u = 0.460958. The difference between these two designs is discussed by Rye and Frehlich [ 7] . For a collimated lidar, the near field behavior of heterodyne efficiency can be approximated by 
The optimal LO field for a Gaussian transmitter field and a circular aperture was determined by Frehlich [ 8] and produces essentially the same performance as the design proposed by Rye. The behavior of heterodyne efficiency for a CLR with the Rye design will be considered here. The backscattered field at the target can be represented as
Simulation of Performance
where U(15) is a random complex amplitude with the property = -
where 6(lS)[m -2] is the two-dimensional delta function.
The backscattered field at the receiver plane es(q, 0) is given by
The normalized direct detection power is then (37) and the normalized coherent detection power is 
where F[m] is the effective focal distance of the optical system. The fields on the detector surface are particulary intuitive since the heterodyne efficiency is unity when the backscattered field is proportional to the LO field. This is also true for the receiver-plane representation.
Results
The simulation results for the far-field optimal design of Rye and the corresponding collimated near-field case with 6RF = 4 will be presented. The statistical variability of the coherent detection power and the direct detection power from a simulation of 10,000 shots for the perfectly aligned CLR for the far-field case is shown in Fig. 1 and for The large number of "speckles" or regions of coherent field produces smaller variability of the direct detection signal (see Fig. 2) . Also, for typical CLR designs, the detector would be smaller than the spatial extent of the field and the direct detection power would be reduced. 
Measurements
and the parameters of the Gamma Distribution are a =/3 = 1/tr_ where tr,] is the variance of d. For the far-field case ad = 0.531. The same comparison for the near-field case is shown in Fig. 7 . Her_e, aa = 0.1526. In both cases the simulation results are in reasonable agreement with the Gamma distribution.
The PDF of the normalized coherent detection power for the far-field case is shown in Fig. 8 is shown in Fig. 9 along with the true heterodyne efficiency (see Fig. 5 ). an average of many shots. The PDF of a 40 shot average of b is shown in Fig. 12 for perfect alignment and misalignment of IrDAO/)_ = 2 (2.08 dB loss in SNR) and rDAO/_ = 3 (4.76 dB loss in SNR), using the Gaussian approximation for the PDF's. The CLR misalignment can be reliably determined with 40 surface returns. 
Detector

Calibration
where 
and
where Vs(t) [V] is the increase in the DC detector voltage due to the backscattered field collected by the detector. The effects of the detector electronics and detector quantum efficiency as a function of IF frequency are described by the normalized frequency response function
Then Simulation of the backscattered field on the detector surface in the x direction es (w=, F) and the y direction es(wv, F) for typical far field (_H = 0.460, d --1.015, c = 0.467) and near field with _fRF = a/RE = 4 (_H = 0.0785, d = 0.969, c = 0.0760) cases. The real part of the complex field is ( --) and the imaginary part is (--.) . The optimal LO field eLO(W, F) is &]so shown.
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Simulation of the backscattered field on the detector surface in the x direction es (wz, F) and the y direction es(wv, F) for far field and rare cases of excellent heterodyne efficiency (r/n = 0.9465, d = 3.325, c = 3.147) and poor heterodyne efficiency (r/H = 0.000344, d = 0.830, e = 0.000286). The real part of the complex field is ( --) and the imaginary part is (-..). The optimal LO-field eLO(W, F) is also shown. PDF of the biased estimate of heterodyne efficiency b = c/d for a misalignment of 7rDAO/_ = 2 in the far-field for 1 shot and the average of 10 shots. The Gaussian PDF ( --) with the estimated mean < b > and standard deviation a$.
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